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ABSTRACT
2

The I C bus is a very popular and powerful bus used for communication between a single (or multiple)
master and a single (or multiple) slave device. In many applications there is a potential need for more
slave devices on the bus, isolation between similar addressed slaves, or a need for more I/Os. These
needs can be solved with an I2C buffer, switch, and I/O expander.
The application note helps users understand the use-cases of buffers and repeaters, switches, and I/O
expanders and how to select the appropriate device for an application.
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Introduction
The I2C bus is a standard bidirectional interface that uses a controller, known as the master, to
communicate with slave devices. A slave may not transmit data unless it has been addressed by the
master. Each device on the I2C bus has a specific device address to differentiate between other devices
that are on the same I2C bus. Many slave devices require configuration upon startup to set the behavior of
the device. This is typically done when the master accesses the internal register maps of the slave, which
have unique register addresses. A device can have one or multiple registers where data is stored, written,
or read. The physical I2C interface consists of the serial clock (SCL) and serial data (SDA) lines. Both SDA
and SCL lines must be connected to VCC through a pull-up resistor. The size of the pull-up resistor is
determined by the amount of capacitance on the I2C lines (for further details, refer to I2C Pull-up Resistor
Calculation (SLVA689). Data transfer may be initiated only when the bus is idle. A bus is considered idle if
both SDA and SCL lines are high after a STOP condition.
For more information on I2C bus operation, refer to Understanding the I2C Bus (SLVA704).
Figure 1 illustrates a typical I2C bus for an embedded system where multiple slave devices are used. The
microcontroller represents the I2C master, and controls the IO expanders, various sensors, EEPROM,
ADCs/DACs, and much more, all of which are controlled with only two pins from the master.
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Figure 1. I2C Bus With Peripheral Devices Attached Example
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I/O Expander Applications
I2C I/O expanders are devices used when there is a lack of inputs and outputs on a processor or
controller. TI offers a wide variety of I2C-controlled I/O expanders ranging from 4-bit devices to 24-bit
devices.
A common issue in applications involving microcontrollers and microprocessors involves the need for
additional inputs and outputs. As inputs and outputs are needed more in applications to enable devices,
monitor interrupts, and toggle resets, I/Os are beginning to be seen as a premium in master devices.
However, with the development of I/O expanders, TI is creating the potential for cost-savings in
applications that do not need higher end processors with extra GPIOs. For example, an application using
the MSP430G22230, a microcontroller with 4 available GPIOs, could be paired with the TCA9555 GPIO
expander in order to have 16 extra GPIOs available to support all application requirements.
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Figure 2. Microcontroller or Processor Using I/O Expander to Control Peripherals
The use of I/O expanders in an application can range from controlling or enabling switches, enabling other
devices within a system (that is, DC/DC with an EN pin), resetting other devices via RESET pin, or even
monitoring status outputs (see Figure 2). TI offers a wide variety of I/O expanders in its portfolio; however,
narrowing down the I/O expander that best fits an application need can be confusing, based on the
features that each I/O expander has.
Designing systems with I/O expanders allows for more control when there is a lack of input and output
pins provided on a processor. TI offers I/O expanders with added features, such as extra address pins for
several unique slave addresses, reset pins, and internal pull-ups.
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RESET Pins
A common fix for slave devices on the I2C bus that are experiencing faults is to power-cycle their power
supplies to reset them. Power-cycling the power supply for the I/O expander can negatively affect other
devices that are shared on a power rail. For example, it is possible for an I/O expander to share a power
rail with an ambient light sensor that must be powered for the duration of device operation. Some I/O
expanders feature a RESET pin, which offers the ability to manually reset the device using a
microcontroller or microprocessor to toggle the reset input. The RESET pin functionality allows the power
supply to remain powered while resetting the I/O expander.

2.2

Internal Pullups
Certain devices within the I/O expander portfolio include internal pull-up resistors as an added feature.
Internal pull-up resistors have the benefit of saving both board space and placement costs for external
resistors. Internal pull-ups are more useful for applications where several or all of the ports are set as an
input and require pull-up resistors. Since the pull-ups are connected to VCC, increased power
consumption will occur when the inputs are held at a low state.

2.3

Address Pins
To ensure successful communication on the I2C bus, each slave device must have a unique address to
prevent address conflicts. Most of the devices in the I/O expander portfolio have 1–3 address pins which
offer 2–8 unique addresses for each device. Ensuring each slave has a unique address prevents address
conflicts, which can result in unexpected behavior or corrupted data during communication.

2.4

Level Shifting
Some devices in the I/O expander family feature level shifting/voltage translation, which allows the I2C bus
voltage to be at a different voltage level than the GPIO ports. A common example of I/O level shifting is for
situations where the output of the I/O expander must be at 5 V to drive logic devices or LEDs, but the I2C
bus is at 3.3 V.
When choosing from the I/O expander portfolio, the selection chart shown in Figure 3 allows quick
selection of the appropriate device, based on specific parameters/features. For example, an I/O expander
with 8 channels, no RESET pin, and internal pull-up resistors would narrow the search down to
TCA9554/A.
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Figure 3. Selection Chart for TI I/O Expanders and their Key Features
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I2C Switches
I2C switches are slave devices controlled by the I2C bus that fans out multiple I2C channels to enable more
control over your bus.
Applications with slave devices that share the same address can use an I2C switch to prevent slave
address conflicts. By having the same slave address, the I2C master will be unable to tell which slave
device it is speaking to and most importantly, may communicate commands to the wrong slave device. A
solution is to incorporate an I2C switch (Figure 4 and Figure 5). An I2C switch has the capability of isolating
slave devices with the same addresses to prevent corruption.
Switches are also used to isolate portions of an I2C bus which have legacy slave devices that cannot
handle higher speed bus transactions. Also switches can be used to turn off portions of the bus which are
not powered constantly, or are shut down temporarily, to save power.
A common misconception about I2C switches is that they are often confused as a multiplexer. The
difference between a switch and multiplexer is that a multiplexer utilizes a selection bit to enable a specific
channel while a switch can enable one or many channels.
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Figure 4. I C bus with multiple slave devices with the same address
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Figure 5. Eight-Channel I2C Switch Example
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3.1

Control Register
I2C switches determine which channels are connected internally through their control register. Following
the successful acknowledgement of the address byte, the bus master sends a command byte that is
stored in the control register of the I2C switch. This register can be written and read via the I2C bus. Each
bit in the command byte corresponds to an SCn or SDn (SCn/SDn) channel and a high (or 1) selects this
channel. Multiple SCn/SDn channels may be selected at the same time. When a channel is selected, the
channel becomes active after a stop condition has been placed on the I2C bus. This ensures that all
SCn/SDn lines are in a high state when the channel is made active, so that no false conditions are
generated at the time of connection. A stop condition always must occur immediately after the
acknowledge cycle. If multiple bytes are received by the I2C switch, it saves the last byte received

3.2

Hot Insertion Supported
A feature that is supported by all I2C switches by TI is Hot Insertion. The I2C switches can be added into a
system without connecting any of the downstream channels during power up. For example, the 8-channel
TCA9548A will not connect pins SD/SC[0–7] when hot inserting the device until explicitly commanded to
by the I2C master. This means that when the TCA9548A is inserted into an active bus, it will not connect
any of the channels, eliminating the chance of a device on those channels interfering with the main
SDA/SCL line since the I2C master will have to command the TCA9548A to connect the SD2 and SC2
lines.

3.3

Address Pins
To ensure successful communication on the I2C bus, each slave device must have a unique address to
prevent address conflicts. Most of the devices in the switch portfolio have 1–3 address pins which offer
2–8 unique addresses for each device. Ensuring each slave has a unique address helps prevent address
conflicts, which can result in unexpected behavior or corrupted data during communication.

3.4

Level Shifting
I2C switches allow level shifting between the master side and slave side to ensure compatibility between
I2C master and I2C slave as well as between multiple slave devices operating at different voltages.
Mismatched voltages are a concern with voltages of master and slave devices moving towards lower
voltages. For example, it is possible for a 1.8-V master I2C bus to communicate with a 3.3-V slave device
on another channel. All channels may be at different voltages, with the only requirement being that the
VCC pin must be connected to the lowest bus supply voltage that the switch will see.
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Figure 6. Selection Chart for TI I2C Switches and Their Key Features
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I2C Buffers
In compliance with the I2C specification, the maximum capacitive load of the bus is limited to 400 pF.
Once the capacitance is exceeded, the rise times on the I2C bus may violate the timing requirements. With
an I2C buffer and repeater (buffer/repeater), slave device's capacitances can be isolated on each side of
the buffer to have two I2C segments, each capable of up to 400 pF each.
Buffers/repeaters allow for more slave devices to be added to the I2C bus in applications that have a
heavily-loaded I2C bus. In applications utilizing the I2C bus, slave devices and trace length are major
contributors to the total capacitance of the I2C bus. A quick way to estimate the amount of bus
capacitance is to account about 10 pF per slave device. If the total capacitance nears the maximum load
of 400 pF, there could be issues with the rise time falling out of the I2C specification.
The end of this section (Figure 10) shows a selection chart for narrowing down buffer selection in I2C
applications that exceed capacitance loads.
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4.1

Pull-Up Resistors
Pull-up resistors need to be connected from the I2C lines to the supply voltage to enable communication.
In regards to the capacitive load on the bus, there is a max resistance value associated with the bus
capacitance, while the minimum value is determined from the maximum allowed sink current (per I2C slave
devices on the bus), offset voltage, and supply voltage. (1)Once the thresholds are determined, the system
designer must determine if a stronger pullup is required to account for the capacitance. With a stronger
pullup (lower resistance value), more current will be used to make rise times faster for SCL and SDA and
ensure that I2C rise time specifications are met. For more information on pull-up resistors on the I2C bus,
refer to I2C Bus Pullup Resistor Calculation (SLVA689).
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Figure 7. Heavily-Loaded Bus Requiring I2C Buffer
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Figure 8. I2C bus utilizing I2C buffer, which allows more slave devices

4.1.1

Static Voltage Offset
Certain devices within the I2C buffer/repeater portfolio, such as TCA9517/A and TCA9617/A/B, contain a
static voltage offset. The type of buffer design on the B-side prevents these devices from being used in
series with devices that use a static voltage offset. When a static voltage offset is present on the B-side of
these TCA devices, they will be unable to recognize buffered low signals as a valid low and do not
propagate it as a buffered low again. An example of this would include, taking two TCA9517A devices and
placing them in an A-B B-A configuration. By having both B-sides in series, the design runs the risk of
miscommunicating low signals as the device will be unable to recognize this and result in transmitting a
high.

(1)

lost the footnote?
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Figure 9. Example of B-B side mismatch configuration for I2C buffers

4.1.2

Level Shifting
Many of the devices in the I2C buffer/repeater portfolio have the ability to level-translate from master
voltages to slave voltages to ensure communication between the voltage mismatch. For example, the
TCA9517/A is an example of a level-translating buffer that has two voltage rails which allows for the
mismatched master and slave voltages to appropriately communicate to each other through the I2C bus.
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x
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Figure 10. Selection Chart for TI I/O Expanders and Their Key Features
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I2C Voltage Translation
While TI’s I2C buffers/repeaters offer level shifting for master and slave voltage mismatches, TI also offers
level shifting on the I2C bus if buffering is not needed. PCA9306 and TCA9406 are two devices in TI’s
portfolio that offer level shifting. The internal structure of both devices is similar to that of a switch which
allows the bidirectional open-drain bus to pass through while level-shifting to ensure proper
communication through I2C. The operation of the I2C level-shifting is the same as the voltage translation
performed by I2C buffers/repeaters.

VCCA

VCCB

Master

Peripheral

Figure 11. Operation of an I2C Voltage Translator/Level Shifter
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